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A new opportunity has emerged to roll back generations of antisemitic and rejectionist messaging in Arab media,
mosques, and schools. It stems from the convergence of interests between Israel and Arab powers, a youthful
Arab grassroots trend in favor of a “peace between peoples,” and new Israeli and American Jewish capacities to
engage Arab public discussions from the outside in. But prospects for change remain severely constrained: In
addition to the effects of the Israeli-Palestinian stalemate, the legacy of antisemitic brainwashing endures in many
Arab institutions and draws further energy from Iranian and jihadist information operations. Meanwhile,
proponents of a positive shift lack coordination, planning, and adequate support.
In Reclamation: A Cultural Policy for Arab-Israeli Partnership, Joseph Braude documents the opportunity as well as
the obstacles, and then proposes a strategy to accelerate progress. He explains how to engage Arab allies in a
coordinated communications reform effort, support independent Arab champions of civil relations with Israel and
Jews, expand the “outside-in” capacities, and degrade Iranian and jihadist channels of indoctrination within the
region.
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